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Abstract

We present SeaView version 4, a multiplatform program designed to facilitate multiple alignment and phylogenetic tree building from molecular sequence data through the use of a graphical user interface. SeaView version 4 combines all the functions of the widely used programs SeaView (in its previous versions) and Phylo_win, and expands them by adding network access to sequence databases, alignment with arbitrary algorithm, maximum-likelihood tree building with PhyML, and display, printing, and copy-to-clipboard of rooted or unrooted, binary or multifurcating phylogenetic trees. In relation to the wide present offer of tools and algorithms for phylogenetic analyses, SeaView is especially useful for teaching and for occasional users of such software. SeaView is freely available at http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/software/seaview.
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Multiple alignment and phylogenetic tree reconstruction from molecular sequence data are key tasks for many molecular evolution analyses. They involve the sequential use of several programs that perform part of the complete procedure and often require series of tedious and error-prone data reformatting to transfer sequences and trees between these programs. The computer programs SeaView and Phylo_win pioneered the use of graphical user interfaces for performing multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic tree reconstruction (Galtier et al. 1996). These programs have been widely used but were lacking access to recently developed methods for maximum-likelihood tree estimation. We present here SeaView version 4, a program that allows its users to perform the complete phylogenetic analysis of a set of homologous DNA or protein sequences, from network-based sequence extraction from public databases to tree building and display using up-to-date alignment and maximum-likelihood tree-building algorithms (fig. 1).

SeaView can read and write the most widely used file formats defined for holding aligned or unaligned protein or nucleotide sequence data: Fasta (Pearson and Lipman 1988), interleaved Phylip (Felsenstein 1993), Clustal (Higgins et al. 1992), multiple sequence file of the Genetics Computer Group package, Nexus (Maddison et al. 1997), and Mase (Faulkner and Jurka 1988). The last two formats allow for much useful information besides sequence and name, that is, trees, species, and sites selections, sequence annotations. SeaView can also import sequence data from the major public sequence databases using a network access (Gouy and Delmotte 2008) to daily (for GenBank and EMBL) or weekly updated (for UniProt/SwissProt) databases. Imported sequences can be identified by name, accession number, or keyword and named either with their database identifier or using the species name of their organism of origin. SeaView can also directly import from nucleotide databases most feature table elements (e.g., coding sequence, rRNA, and non-codingRNA) and select those whose annotations contain a user-given character string (fig. 2).

Nucleotide sequences can be translated to protein using any user- or database-assigned genetic code, so operations such as alignment and tree building can be performed at the nucleotide or the protein levels. Unaligned protein-coding DNA sequences can be translated to protein, aligned, and displayed back as DNA sequences, a procedure that yields more realistic coding sequence alignments than would result from nucleotide-level alignment. Protein-coding DNA sequences can also be displayed by assigning the same color to all synonymous codons of the corresponding amino acid. Alignments can alternatively be displayed in reference mode, that is, where only residues that differ from the homologous one in a reference sequence are shown. Several sequence alignments can be handled simultaneously and copy/paste and concatenation operations can be performed between them. As far as display is concerned, SeaView accepts large sequence numbers (tens of thousand) and long sequences. SeaView is able to handle any number of sequence and site sets. Such sets can be named and saved in the Nexus or Mase file formats for subsequent use, by tree-building algorithms for instance.

SeaView relies on external programs to perform multiple sequence alignments. Two programs are initially available: ClustalW version 2 (Larkin et al. 2007) and Muscle (Edgar 2004). These programs are run with their default parameter values that have been chosen by their authors to perform well in most cases. When special parameter values are needed, they can be specified once using SeaView’s user interface and reused for subsequent alignment operations. Alignment can be applied to all or to selected sequences...
or part of sequences. Profile alignment that aims at adding more sequences to a preexisting alignment can be done with both Muscle and ClustalW. SeaView is also able to drive any external sequence alignment program provided this program reads and outputs Fasta-formatted sequence data and can be run by a command line of the form “program_name arguments.” SeaView communicates with external alignment programs through a list of arguments that is initially defined by the user. This definition is made by entering once in a dialog box the list of arguments suitable for running this program, replacing the input file name by “%f.pir” and the output file name by “%f.out.” The external alignment algorithm becomes directly usable after that step. For example, SeaView’s interface to T-Coffee (Notredame et al. 2000) corresponds to the following argument list

```
%f.pir - outfile = %f.out - output = fasta.aln
- outorder = input
```

which contains the arguments expected by T-Coffee to align a Fasta-formatted file and to output its Fasta-formatted results.

FIG. 1. The two major SeaView window types display sequence data and phylogenetic trees. Two of the displayed menus, two pilot multiple alignment algorithms and tree-building methods. Tree display tools allow printing, copy to clipboard, rerooting, zooming in and out, restricting display to a subtree, and the use of three alternative (squared, circular, and cladogram) tree-drawing formats.

FIG. 2. Database sequence import dialog. This example will import into SeaView the single coding sequence (CDS) from EMBL’s entry AE000782 (Archaeoglobus fulgidus complete genome sequence) containing the string (gyrA) in its database annotation and will name it Archaeoglobus.
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without reordering sequences. Likewise, SeaView’s interface to Probcons (Do et al. 2005) is straightforward:

\[ \%f.pir > \%f.out \]

SeaView is also a multiple sequence alignment editor that can be used to add or remove one or several gaps in one or several sequences simultaneously. A dot-plot analysis (Maizel and Lenk 1981) can be performed between any two sequences to visually check whether alignment algorithms missed regions with high sequence similarity.

SeaView relies on PhyML version 3 (Guindon and Gascuel 2003) for maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree reconstruction. Here again, PhyML is used as an independent program. Thus, future updates to PhyML will be accessible to SeaView users as soon as they will have installed the revised program. Tree building can be applied to all or to selected sequences and to all or selected sequence sites. Most PhyML options can be set through the graphical interface, both for nucleotide and protein-level analyses (fig. 3). Thus, branch support can be estimated either with the approximate likelihood-ratio test (Anisimova and Gascuel 2006) or by bootstrap resampling (Felsenstein 1985).

SeaView includes two distance-based tree reconstruction methods: Neighbor-Joining (Saitou and Nei 1987; Studier and Keppler 1988) and BioNJ (Gascuel 1997). These can be applied to various nucleotide and protein sequence pairwise distances and combined with bootstrap resampling for branch-support estimation. Nucleotide-level distances are observed divergence, Jukes and Cantor, Kimura’s two-parameter, Hasegawa–Kishino–Yano (see Rzhetsky and Nei 1995 for these first 4 distances), LogDet (Lake 1994), and Li’s nonsynonymous \( (K_s) \) and synonymous \( (K_a) \) distances for protein-coding sequences (Li 1993). Protein-level distances are observed, Poisson and Kimura’s (Nei 1987). Gap-containing sites are by default excluded from pairwise distance computations. Alternatively, sites that are gap-free in two sequences can be used to compute the distance for this sequence pair. The branch lengths of any user-given tree topology can be computed by minimization of the sum of squared differences between evolutionary and patristic distances (Rzhetsky and Nei 1993).

SeaView can also reconstruct maximum-parsimony phylogenetic trees using code extracted from Dnapars and Protpars programs (Phylip version 3.52, Felsenstein 1993). Parsimony computation can be combined with bootstrap resampling of sites and can be repeated a user-chosen number of times after randomly changing the input order of sequences. The parsimony score of any user-given tree can also be computed. SeaView completes parsimony analyses by computing the strict consensus of all equally parsimonious trees found.

When tree building is completed, SeaView draws the resulting phylogenetic tree on the screen (fig. 1). Plotted trees can be displayed with or without branch lengths (as when computed by parsimony), with or without branch-support values (typically, bootstrap scores or approximate Likelihood Ratio Test probabilities), binary or multifurcating, rooted or unrooted. Phylogenetic trees are initially rooted at the point in the tree that minimizes the variance of root-to-tip distances, but they can also be plotted as unrooted trees using a circular display or as cladograms containing topological but no branch-length information. The user can change the tree root and exchange the order of the two child lineages of a node. Trees can be saved to Newick, PDF, or PostScript files, and, under the Microsoft Windows and Mac OS X environments, printed or copied to the clipboard for communication with graphical tools such as Office applications. Aligned sequences can be reordered following their corresponding tree, and sequences that belong to a subtree can be selected in the corresponding alignment. Several tools such as subtree display, pattern matching in sequence names, and vertical zoom help dealing with large trees. A graphical tree editor allows topological changes by combining two basic operations: clade displacement and clade suppression.

SeaView version 4 is freely available at http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/software/seaview for four computer platforms (Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and SPARC/Solaris) and as source code.

Many software packages are available for multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic tree reconstruction. SeaView is especially comparable with MEGA 4 that also provides an elaborate graphical user interface for multiple sequence alignment and distance or parsimony tree reconstruction.
and display (Tamura et al. 2007). SeaView is less versatile than MEGA for pairwise distance computations and lacks features such as neutrality or molecular tests but is unique in being available for all major computer platforms and in allowing maximum-likelihood tree reconstruction with PhyML. SeaView version 4 is especially valuable for teaching molecular phylogeny because of its availability at no fee for all users and because its user interface graphically expresses the conceptual steps involved in phylogenetic analyses. SeaView is also helpful for occasional users of phylogenetic tree reconstruction because it frees them from being confronted to many technical details concerning file formats and program options. SeaView thus pursues similar objectives to those of the phylogeny web server Phylogeny.fr (Dereeper et al. 2008) exploiting the user’s computing resources. Because it performs, using PhyML, maximum-likelihood analyses at both nucleotide and protein levels, implements most current evolutionary models and computes statistical branch support, SeaView is also expected to be useful to seasoned phylogeneticists.
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